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An update to the Death Note series in which
a mysterious notebook contains deadly
powers. Now destructive waves begin to
emanate from the heroes. The novel is

printed in Hyperion, on the page Junior
inspector of the Department of Economic
Crimes and CJSC Kramarenko Oleg, is the

senior inspector for elite cottage
development of CJSC Ruspolymet. Club
"Victory Park" is the residence of

Kramarenko. Here he is, Oleg Kramaruk - a
zombie, a walking dead killer. And if

earlier he acted very professionally, now he
acts the same way along the chain. ï•Š One
by one, people appear - residents of elite
cottages, and find out that everyone is

holding a certain sinister object in their
hands, the name of which they do not know.
In the novel, on the example of the fate of

the hero and his beloved dog, the true
reason is revealed why he decided, first, to

take revenge on the children of his
neighbors, and then on all the inhabitants
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of his city. Oleg Krasarek does not trust
the police, believing that this policeman is

also a zombie and poses a danger to the
entire human society. ... And here the

reader tenses a little. He suspects, but are
they playing him? But Oleg Krasiv is

precisely in anger. He is cruel. He brutally
killed his beloved, and will finish off her
child, who will be born after he kills his
father. A cruel, very cruel person. He buys
a car, an old, battered Volga, he is going
to wet everyone and everything on it. Do you

think this is not written by his living
brain? ï‚¾ In fact, behind Kramaruk's tongue
is his living mind. He carefully thought out
all his words, phrases, and hit right on
target. And his consciousness also sits in
the head of his neighbor's dog. He feels,
and thinks, thinks how to take revenge on
the one who piled on him in his decent,

seemingly chic, house. ... And everything he
does, he does out of hatred. Only out of
hatred, and nothing but hatred. He also

believes that the day will come and he will
take revenge. And it will be a day worthy of
him. On the day of revenge, he will take a
double dose of morphine. Two wheels, fifty

milligrams each. And watch
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